
Y11 Graphics Bridging Task 

 

• Illustration is a very important aspect of graphic design. Should you choose to study 

graphics at A-level, you will be asked to create multiple illustrations in varying styles 

and mediums.  

• Your first task is to create a letter illustration using negative space. Your letter should 

be formed by the positions of the images and objects surrounding it. See the image 

below for inspiration: 

• You are only expected to create one letter (in lost of detail) but feel free to really 

show us your creative skills and do more than one, or even a whole alphabet! 

• There is no set theme for this task. You may create a theme yourself or each could 

be totally random, as the image above shows.  

• The size of your drawing is up to you, this may depend on how many letters you 

create e.g. one letter may take up a whole A4 page but four letters may be an A4 

page quartered. Whatever you think shows the illustration best.  

• We would recommend only doing this in black and white, using a black pen. 

However, if you have access to more art materials at home, feel free to add colour.  

• Above all, be creative and have fun!  

 

 



Task 2 

 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLjnmG1v90TTmox7lqVdF4D738xSkZbWks  

 

• Follow the link to the Art Department YouTube channel, and watch the videos in the 

Graphic Design Playlist. 

• Subscribe to QEHS Art, so we know who has been watching videos that we link. You 

will also them be notified when we link new videos to watch. 

• Watch all videos in the playlist in order. It may seem overwhelming at first, but take 

your time, having some knowledge of graphic design theory will really help you in 

starting A Level Graphic Design. 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLjnmG1v90TTmox7lqVdF4D738xSkZbWks

